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About This Game

Vesta is a witty 6-year-old girl who lives in a desolate underground maze – the ruins of a once-bright city inhabited by humans
and perfect machines. Although this world can be lonely, she is kept company by her friend BOT. It advises her and encourages

her to do the tasks she is assigned, although it knows much more than it lets on. In order to survive in this passive yet hostile
environment, BOT will give Vesta a real helper – DROID. He may be a bit rough around the edges, but he'll handle physical

tasks that would be impossible for a fully grown adult, let alone a little girl. Besides, he is the perfect weapon to defend against
the dangers lurking in the remains of this abandoned complex.

Join Vesta as she explores various environments over 36 levels full of obstacles and enemy robots. She'll need her brains and
DROID's power to traverse this varied landscape, properly manage the little energy left in the complex, solve the numerous

puzzles she finds in her path, and even fight to survive. But most of all she will need to discover the truth of this story.
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Vesta is light but trickier than its cute exterior suggests. I like that when you fall off something or get lasered you don't lose the
"secret" points you've gained, but there are a number of times when it is hard to plan ahead and restarting the level becomes the
only option.

Puzzle games should make you feel clever when you've solved them. However, with multiple choices that sometimes result in
your first choice being the wrong one \/ out of sequence, this can be frustrating because you have to restart the level. It's hard to
make good choices without all of the information up front, and it's annoying when the only method to gather the information is
through trial and error and error and error. Alternatively, I could simply be worse at puzzle games than I like to think.

If you are good with this process of trial and error I think you'll enjoy the tone and mechanics Vesta has to offer. It's one that
the entire family can enjoy together.

I also liked that moments of this game reminded me of the old board game RoboRally.

Here's a let's play of the first few levels I recorded if you want to get a sense of how it plays:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/m3zys0K-NMc
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